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Abstract: The mix of products that a country exports predicts that country’s subsequent pattern of diversification and economic growth. But does this product mix also predict income inequality? Here we combine methods from econometrics, network science, and economic complexity to show that countries that export complex products— products that are exported by a few diversified countries—have lower levels of income inequality—at comparable levels of GDP per capita and education—than countries exporting simpler products. Using multivariate analysis we show that the connection between income inequality and economic complexity is stronger than what can be explained using aggregate measures of income, institutions, export concentration, and human capital, and also, that increases in economic complexity are accompanied by decreases in income inequality over long periods of time. Finally, we use the position of a country in the network of related products—or product space—to explain how changes in a country’s export structure translate into changes in income inequality. We interpret these results by combining the literature in institutions with that on economic complexity and structural transformations. We argue that the connection between income inequality and economic complexity is also evidence of the co-evolution between institutions and productive activities. Introduction Is a country’s ability to generate and distribute income partly determined by its productive structure? Pioneers of the literature in development economics, like Paul Rosenstein-Rodan, Hans Singer, and Albert Hirschman, would have argued in favor of a connection between a country’s productive structure and both its income and income inequality. These development pioneers emphasized the economic role of “structural transformations,” the process by which economies diversify from agricultural and extractive industries to more sophisticated industrial sectors (1-3). Recently the ideas of these development pioneers were revived by empirical work documenting a strong connection between a country’s productive structure and its level of income and growth (4-6). This recent line of work builds on measures of economic complexity that use information on the matrices connecting countries to the



products they export to quantify the industrial sophistication of economies (7,8). These measures of economic complexity have been repeatedly connected with a country’s level of income and future economic growth (4, 9-12). Nevertheless, the empirical connection between a country’s productive structure and its level of income inequality remains relatively unexplored. Here we leverage tools from economic complexity, network science, and econometrics, to document a robust and stable relationship between a country’s productive structure and its level of income inequality. Our findings provide evidence that the productive structure of countries is not only associated with a country’s level of income, but also, with how that income is distributed. Connecting Income Inequality with Economic Development Decades ago Simon Kuznets—winner of the 1971 Nobel Prize in economics— proposed an inverse-U relationship describing the connection between a country’s average level of income and its level of income inequality. Kuznets’ curve, as it is now known, suggested that income inequality would rise and then fall as countries’ average income moved from low, to middle, to high. Yet, the empirical work supporting Kuznets’ curve is shaky: the inverse-U relationship fails to hold when Latin American countries (many of which are middle income countries with high levels of inequality) are removed from the sample (13). Additionally, the curve is at odds with the dynamics of many East-Asian economies that have grown from low to middle incomes while reducing income inequality (14). Moreover, in recent decades, the upward side of the Kuznets curve has vanished as inequality in many low-income countries has increased (15). The mounting empirical evidence against Kuznets curve, however, has not meant a complete departure from the connection between economic development and inequality. Rather the evidence has encouraged scholars to revisit the relationship between economic development and income inequality in the light of alternative measures of economic development, pushing them to focus not merely on the rate or stage of growth, but on the type of growth, and also, on a country’s institutions (16-21). One interpretation of the empirical rejection of Kuznets’ curve is that GDP per capita seems to be an inadequate measure of economic development. If this is the case, the connection between economic development and income inequality should be revealed in the light of better measures of economic development, like those capturing information on the structural aspects of the economy that escape GDP. This idea was already present in Kuznets and his contemporaries, who recognized that average income was a poor proxy for a country’s level of economic development (22-26). But why should a country’s productive structure explain its level of income inequality better than measures of aggregate output (such as GDP per capita)? Scholars have argued that income inequality depends on a variety of factors, such as an economy’s geography and climate (27,28), the presence of exploitative or inclusive institutions (21), an economy’s colonial past (29), labor displacement and skills premium caused by changes in technology (30,31), rent seeking (32), processes of political capture (28, 33) and differences in the returns to capital vis-à-vis economic growth. Many of these institutional, geographical, and historical factors, however, should be expressed in the mix of products that a country makes because making a particular product requires a specific combination of skills, institutions and technologies, and in some
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cases—like that of mining and agricultural products—even a specific climate and geography. As an example, consider the co-evolution between a country’s productive structure and institutions (36), which is an idea that can be traced back to the writings of Adam Smith (37), Alexander Hamilton (38), Harold Innis (29), and Friedrich List (39). Industrial structures co-evolve with institutions because different industrial structures demand different institutions (21). For a firm to be successful in a sector, and survive, it needs to discover or adopt the institutions that work best in that sector. For instance, sophisticated technological industries—like those involved in the design of portable electronics and advanced manufacturing—require inclusive institutions because these industries thrive when workers contribute their creative input into the activities of the firm. Extractive industries such as mining and agriculture, require discipline and obedience rather than creativity from their workers, and hence, do not demand the inclusive institutions required by sophisticated technological sectors. So measures of a country’s productive structure capture valuable information about a country’s institutional environment that might escape survey-based measures of formal and informal institutions. The co-evolution between industrial sectors and institutions, however, also suggests that measures of a country’s productive structure might work as proxies for other drivers of inequality, such as a country’s level of education and the level of knowledge and knowhow that is embodied in its population (40). In this paper we use the economic complexity index—a measure of the matrix connecting countries to their exports that is used to quantify the sophistication of a country’s productive structure—to explore the connection between a country’s productive structure and its level of income inequality. The economic complexity index captures information about an economy’s level of development that is different from that captured in measures of income. To illustrate this difference we compare the economies of Chile and Ecuador with those of Malaysia and Thailand. Chile’s average income per capita ($21,044 at PPP in current 2012 US$) is comparable to the income of Malaysia ($22,314). The average income of Ecuador ($10,416) is also similar to that of Thailand ($13,983). But Chile and Malaysia, and Ecuador and Thailand, differ largely in their productive structures (Fig 1, A-D). Chile and Ecuador largely export natural resources—copper, fish, and fruits in the case of Chile and bananas and crude petroleum in the case of Ecuador. In contrast, Malaysia and Thailand export a diverse gamut of electronics and machinery (and relatively few raw materials), signaling that these are more diversified and complex economies. The economic complexity index captures these differences in productive structures that go beyond income. In fact, in 2012 Malaysia and Thailand ranked respectively 24th and 33thin the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) (41) while Chile and Ecuador ranked only 72nd and 95th (see details of the ECI Index construction and a full ranking table SX in SM). Notably, Chile and Ecuador’s levels of income inequality (GINICHL=0.49 and GINIECU=0.47) are significantly higher than those of Malaysia and Thailand (GINIMYS=0.39 and GINITHA=0.38) (see also Fig 1s in the SM). Of course, this is only one illustrative example of the connection between income inequality and economic complexity. The remainder of the paper will be dedicated to statistically testing this relationship, and also, to create a product level index of income inequality.
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Fig. 1 Export structure of Chile (A), Malaysia (B), Ecuador (C) and Thailand (D) in 2012. Source atlas.media.mit.edu



Data We use international trade data from MIT’s Observatory of Economic Complexity (atlas.media.mit.edu). This dataset combines exports data from 1962 to 2000 compiled by Feenstra et al. (2005) (42) and data extracted from the U.N. Comtrade from 2001 to 2012. Income inequality data comes from two different Gini datasets: a comparative dense panel dataset of Gini coefficients based on regression estimates
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(“EHII-dataset”) (43) and a sparser dataset based on household survey data (“All the GINIs dataset”) (44). Furthermore we measure economic complexity using the values of the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) available at MIT’s Observatory of Economic Complexity (atlas.media.mit.edu/rankings). These values were calculated according to Hidalgo and Hausmann’s (2009) Economic Complexity formula. The Economic Complexity Index (ECI) is a measure of the diversity and sophistication of a country’s export structure that can be estimated from data connecting countries to the products they export (4,9). The data on GDP per capita, Population, and Average Years of Schooling comes from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators, the institutional variables Corruption Control, Political Stability, Government Effectiveness, Regulatory Quality and Voice Account come from World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators (http://data.worldbank.org). Because of the sparseness of the Gini datasets we use average values for the time periods 1963-1969, 1970-1979, 1980-1989, 1990-1999, and 2000-2008. We note that Ginis change relatively slowly so averages should be close to the Gini values expected for each year within a decade. Also, we consider only countries with a population larger than 1.5 million and total exports of over 1 billion dollars (removing small national economies that are comparable to medium size cities). The resulting dataset includes 91% of the total world population and 84% of the total world trade between 1963 and 2008. See SM for further information on the construction of the economic complexity index, and descriptive statistics of all variables. Results We begin by documenting the relationship between income inequality and economic complexity using multivariate regression analysis (for the bivariate case see SM). We use multivariate regression to separate the correlation between economic complexity and income inequality from the correlation between income inequality and average income, population, human capital (measured through schooling), export concentration, and formal institutions (measured using the World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators). We start our multivariate analysis with a pooled regression gathering data for the five decades between 1960s and 2000s, then control for the robustness of these results for each decade, and finally explore the changes over time in a fixed-effect panel regression. Pooled Regression Table 1 shows the fifty-years pooled regression. Columns 1 to 4 show a sequence of nested models that regress income inequality against economic complexity, GDP per capita at Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) and its square (a.k.a. Kuznets’ Curve), Average Years of Schooling, and Population. Together these variables explain 60% of the variance in income inequality among countries (Column 4), but economic complexity is the variable that is the most significant in the regression analysis, and also, it is the variable that explains the largest fraction of the variance in income inequality after the effects of the other variables are removed. The semi-partial correlation between economic complexity and income inequality—which is the fraction of the variance in inequality explained by economic complexity after the effect of all other variables has been taken into account—is 12.9%. The semi-partial correlation of the other four variables combined is only 3.5%. This means that
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economic complexity contains most of the information on inequality contained in measures of income, schooling, and population, but also, that it contains a substantial amount of information about inequality that is not contained in these variables. In tables 2s-4s of the supplementary material we also test the results within each decade and make robustness and benchmark tests with another Gini dataset (The All the GINIs dataset (44) and with a trade dataset where products are coded in a different trade classification (HS instead of SITC) (45). We furthermore repeat the analysis using a variation of the measure of economic complexity proposed in the literature (12), and add a measure of export concentration to show that the variance in inequality captured by ECI is not coming from differences in the concentration of countries exports (see SM table 5s-7s). We find our results are robust to these changes in datasets, methods, and classifications. Cross-Section Regression Results



ECI



(I)



(II)



(III)



-0.051*** (0.002)



-0.038*** (0.004) 0.007 (0.019) -0.001 (0.001)



-0.037*** (0.004) 0.010 (0.019) -0.001 (0.001) -0.003** (0.001)



0.437*** (0.002)



0.450*** (0.076)



0.439*** (0.075)



-0.040*** (0.004) 0.024 (0.019) -0.002 (0.001) -0.003** (0.001) 0.005*** (0.002) 0.293*** (0.091)



335 0.569 0.568 0.044 (df = 333) 440.030** * (df = 1; 333)



335 0.592 0.588 0.042 (df = 331) 160.183** * (df = 3; 331)



335 0.600 0.595 0.042 (df = 330) 123.557** * (df = 4; 330)



335 0.609 0.603 0.042 (df = 329) 102.420** * (df = 5; 329)



ln(GDP PPP pc) ln(GDP PPPpc) 2 Schooling Ln Population Constant Observations R2 Adjusted R2 Residual Std. Error F Statistic



Note:



Dependent variable: Gini (IV) (V)



(VI)



(VII)



(VIII)



-0.045*** (0.003)



-0.042*** (0.004) 0.021 (0.019) -0.002 (0.001)



-0.037*** (0.004) 0.010 (0.019) -0.001 (0.001) -0.003** (0.001)



0.027 (0.022) -0.003** (0.001) -0.004*** (0.001) -0.001 (0.002) 0.454*** (0.103)



-0.004*** (0.001) 0.005*** (0.002) 0.369*** (0.029)



0.005*** (0.002) 0.306*** (0.091)



0.439*** (0.075)



335 0.481 0.474 0.048 (df = 330) 76.390*** (df = 4; 330)



335 0.604 0.600 0.042 (df = 331) 168.123** * (df = 3; 331)



335 0.601 0.596 0.042 (df = 330) 124.348** * (df = 4; 330)



335 0.600 0.595 0.042 (df = 330) 123.557** * (df = 4; 330)



*



p


Table 1: Pooled OLS regression models. The regression table explores the effects of economic complexity on income inequality in comparison with other socioeconomic factors, such as a country’s average level of income, population and human capital. Column I starts with a baseline model in which only the Economic Complexity Index (ECI) is included. Column II adds natural Log of GDP PPP per capita and natural Log GDP PPP per capita squared to the equation in order to test the Kuznets’ curve hypothesis. Column III includes the average years of schooling to test for the role of human capital. Column IV adds the natural Log of population, and it includes all variables. Columns V-VIII exclude blocks of variables to explore the contribution of each group of variables to the full model (column IV). The sharpest drop in R2 (from 0.603 to 0.474) is observed when economic complexity is removed from the regression.



Next, we include data on institutions (Table 2), which only overlaps our Gini dataset for a much shorter time period: between the 1996 and 2008. Instead of the decades 1990-99 and 2000-2008 we consider institutional variables for the time periods 19962001 and 2002-2008.
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The institutional data contains information on five institutional factors: corruption control, government effectiveness, political stability, voice and accountability, and regulatory quality (Table 2). After controlling for these five institutional variables, however, economic complexity is still highly significant and it explains 8% of the variance in income inequality that is not accounted for by the combination of institutional and macroeconomic variables. Cross-Section Regression including Institutions Dependent variable: Gini



(I) ECI ln(GDP PPP pc) ln(GDP PPPpc)2 Schooling Ln Population Corruption Control Government Effectiveness Political Stability Regulatory Quality Voice accountability Constant



Observations R2 Adjusted R2 Residual Std. Error F Statistic



Note:



(II)



(III)



(IV)



(V)



(VI)



-0.037*** (0.007)



-0.046*** (0.007) 0.061** (0.029) -0.004** (0.002)



-0.034*** (0.006) 0.057** (0.028) -0.003* (0.002) -0.006*** (0.002)



-0.044*** (0.006) 0.075*** (0.025) -0.004*** (0.001) -0.005*** (0.002) 0.009*** (0.002)



-0.040*** (0.007) 0.068** (0.028) -0.004** (0.002) -0.005*** (0.002) 0.007** (0.003) 0.005 (0.012) -0.003 (0.016) -0.011* (0.006) -0.005 (0.012) -0.001 (0.007) 0.077 (0.130)



0.060* (0.032) -0.004* (0.002) -0.009*** (0.002) -0.00001 (0.003) 0.020 (0.013) -0.027 (0.018) -0.019*** (0.007) -0.011 (0.014) 0.003 (0.008) 0.280** (0.141)



-0.004** (0.002) 0.005* (0.003) 0.001 (0.011) -0.003 (0.016) -0.011* (0.006) 0.0001 (0.012) -0.002 (0.008) 0.393*** (0.050)



0.008*** (0.003) 0.010 (0.012) 0.001 (0.016) -0.010 (0.006) -0.010 (0.012) -0.006 (0.007) 0.061 (0.134)



0.001 (0.012) 0.006 (0.016) -0.018*** (0.006) -0.012 (0.012) 0.001 (0.008) 0.237** (0.114)



0.016 (0.121)



142 0.714 0.693 0.035 (df = 131) 32.783*** (df = 10; 131)



142 0.636 0.611 0.039 (df = 132) 25.618*** (df = 9; 132)



142 0.698 0.679 0.035 (df = 133) 38.359*** (df = 8; 133)



142 0.696 0.676 0.036 (df = 132) 33.643*** (df = 9; 132)



142 0.702 0.682 0.035 (df = 132) 34.527*** (df = 9; 132)



142 0.704 0.693 0.035 (df = 136) 64.656*** (df = 5; 136)



*



p


Table 2: Pooled OLS regression including institutions. The regression table expands the results presented in Table 1 by including the effect of the institutional variables: corruption control, government effectiveness, political stability, regulatory quality, and voice accountability. Due to the limited availability of institutional data we pool two panels: one from 1996-2001 and another from 2002-2008.



Within countries dynamics Next we explore whether changes in a country’s level of economic complexity are associated with changes in income inequality using a panel regression using data from 1963 to 2008. We note at the outset, however, that unlike cross-sectional results, which exploit between country variation—which is large for both income inequality and economic complexity—fixed-effect panel regressions focus on temporal variations within a country. These variations are small for both income inequality and economic complexity, and thus we should not expect large effects.
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Yet, despite the low levels of temporal variation in the data, the fixed-effect panel regression still reveals a negative and significant association between a country’s change in economic complexity and a country’s change in Gini (Table 3) that is robust to the inclusion of measures of income and human capital (we do not include institutions as the institutional data is only available for a short time period). Figure 2 illustrates graphically the relationship between changes in economic complexity and changes in income inequality between 1963 and 2008 by plotting the bivariate relationship between these ECI and income inequality. Panel Regression Results Dependent variable: GINI



ECI ln(GDP PPP pc) ln(GDP PPPpc)2



I



II



III



IV



-0.031*** -0.007



-0.033*** -0.007 -0.038 -0.028 0.003* -0.002



-0.024*** -0.007 -0.042 -0.027 0.002 -0.002 0.010*** -0.002



-0.026*** -0.007 -0.017 -0.029 -0.00003 -0.002 0.014*** -0.003 -0.024** -0.011



-0.032 -0.03 0.0005 -0.002 0.015*** -0.003 -0.016 -0.011



0.010*** -0.002 -0.022** -0.01



0.014* -0.008



338 0.213 0.149 12.80*** (df = 5; 236)



338 0.165 0.116 11.74*** (df = 4; 237)



338 0.196 0.138 19.36*** (df = 3; 238)



338 0.134 0.094 9.15*** (df = 4; 237)



Schooling Ln Population



Observations R2 Adjusted R2 F Statistic



338 338 0.077 0.123 0.055 0.087 20.13*** 11.14*** (df = 1; (df = 3; 240) 238) Note:*p


338 0.198 0.139 14.63*** (df = 4; 237)



V



VI



VII



-0.030*** -0.007



-0.029*** -0.007 -0.053* -0.03 0.004** -0.002



Table 3: Fixed-effects panel regression. These seven models explore whether changes in a country’s level of economic complexity are associated with changes in income inequality (column I), controlling also for the effects that other socioeconomic factors like income (column II), human capital (column III) and population (column IV) have on income inequality. Columns V-VII control the variance explained by the model when ECI, income, or schooling, are excluded from the analysis.



Fig 2. Change in economic complexity and income inequality between 1963-2008. The lines represent a fitted bivariate regression line and prediction bands.
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We note that, as expected, the strength of the time varying relationship is substantially weaker than that of the cross-sectional results presented above. We believe this points to limitations on the economic complexity index and on the use of exports data, as none of these capture information on other sectors that have been argued to drive or explain inequality, such as finance and real state (34, 46), and also, may fail to capture information about the globalization of value chains that has been accelerating during the last decades. These additional factors, however, suggest that the economic complexity index may underestimate the effect of the structure of economic activity on income inequality. Decomposing inequality at the product level In this section we decompose the relationship between economic complexity and income inequality into individual economic sectors, by creating an indicator of the contribution of each product to a country’s overall level of income inequality. We call this product level indicator the Product Gini Index, or PGI. Decomposing income inequality at the product level can be understood in the context of the co-evolution between productive structures, education, and institutions, as discussed in the introduction. Products are the results of industries that need to discover or adopt the institutions that work best for the production of each product. Hence, the successful production and export of products tells us about the inclusiveness of a country’s institutions and the quality of its human capital. This coevolution suggests that it should be possible to decompose income inequality at the product level. To decompose income inequality at the product level we build on the synthetic control method used in statistics (47-49). Inspired by this method we define PGI as the average level of income inequality of a product’s exporters. For instance, we associate a higher expected level of income inequality to copper than to paper making machine parts, because countries exporting copper have an average Gini of 0.48, whereas exporters of paper making machine parts have an average Gini of 0.33 (Fig 3A and B). Formally, we define the average Gini of the countries that export a product p, or PGI (Product Gini Index) as:



𝑃𝐺𝐼! =



1 𝑁!



𝑀!" 𝑠!" 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖! !



(1)  



where Ginic is the Gini of country c, 𝑀!" is 1 if country c exports product p with revealed comparative advantage and 0 otherwise (see SM), scp is the share of country c’s exports represented by product p, and Np is a normalizing factor 𝑁! = ! 𝑠!" , that ensures PGIs are the weighted average of the Ginis of the countries that export a product. The share scp is calculated as follows: 𝑠!" = 𝑋!" ⁄ !! 𝑋!"! where Xcp is the exports of product p by country c. Figure 3B shows the top 3, bottom 3 and median 3 products according to the ranking of PGI values between 1995 and 2008 (for all products see SM). We note that the products associated with the highest levels of income inequality (high PGI products)
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include mostly commodities, such as cocoa beans, inedible flours, and animal hair. Low PGI products, on the other hand, include more sophisticated forms of machinery and manufactures, such as road rollers, textile machinery and paper making machine parts.



Fig 3. The Product Gini Index (PGI). (A). The product Gini index (PGI) is a weighted average of the Gini coefficients of the countries that export a product. In red we show the Gini coefficients of five copper exporters. In blue, we show the Gini coefficients of exporters of paper making machine parts. (B). Top three, middle three, and bottom three products by PGI values. The PGI value is indicated with a solid gray diamond. The Gini values of the five countries that contribute the most to each of these PGI is shown using circles. All values are measured using data from 1995-2008.



The Product Space and the Evolution of Income Inequality Next, we use PGIs in combination with the product space—the network connecting products that are likely to be co-exported—to illustrate how changes in a country’s productive structure are connected to changes in a country’s level of income inequality. The product space captures the notion that countries are significantly more likely to diversify towards products that are similar—i.e. connected in the product space—to the products that they currently export (7). Hence, we can use the product space to study the constraints to industrial diversification implied by a country’s productive structure. In this case, we study the constraints that product space brings to the evolution of income inequality by annotating each product in the product space with its respective PGI. Fig 4A colors the product space using PGIs, showing that products associated with low levels of inequality (low PGIs) are located in the center of the product space (which is also where more sophisticated products are located)(7). As expected, PGIs are strongly and negatively correlated with the complexity of the products and the centrality of their position in the product space (see SM for details). Figures 4B-C and 4D-E compare, respectively, the evolution of the productive structure of Malaysia and Chile (which were discussed as examples in the introduction), and Norway. Malaysia’s economy evolved from high PGI products, like natural rubber, tin and alloys and sawlogs in 1963-69, to low PGI products, such as electronic microcircuits and computer parts in 2000-2008. Chile, on the other hand,
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developed in a more constrained way, increasing its presence in products, such as frozen fish, fresh fish, and wine, which are also relatively high PGI products. Consequently, we should have not expected Chile’s movements in the product space to change Chile’s level of income inequality. Finally, Norway represents an example of a country that increased its dependency on a high PGI product (crude petroleum), and also, its income inequality increased during this period. More generally, these results illustrate how the productive structure of a country, as expressed in the position of its exports in the product space, constrains its evolution of income inequality. Discussion Our results document a strong and robust correlation between the productive structure of countries—as measured by the economic complexity index—and income inequality. Using multivariate regression, we confirmed that this relationship is robust to controlling for measures of income, education, and institutions (when these are available), and that the relationship has remained strong over the last fifty years. Moreover, we showed using a panel regression that increases in economic complexity tend to be accompanied by decreases in income inequality. Of course, our findings do not mean that productive structures are a causal factor that solely determines a country’s level of income inequality. A more likely explanation, as we argued in the introduction, is that a country’s productive structure is a highresolution expression of a number of factors, from institutions to education, that coevolve with the mix of products that a country exports. Still, because of this coevolution, our findings emphasize the economic importance of productive structures, since we have shown that these are not only associated with income and economic growth (4), but also with how income is distributed. Moreover, we advance methods that enable a more fine-grained perspective on the relationship between the mix of products that a country exports and its income inequality, by introducing the Product Gini Index or PGI, an estimator of the level of income inequality expected from a product. Overlaying the PGI values on the network of related products—or product space—allowed us to create maps that we can use to anticipate how changes in a country’s productive structure will affect its level of income inequality. These maps are available at MIT’s observatory of economic complexity (atlas.media.mit.edu/inequality), and provide means for researchers to explore and compare the co-evolution of productive structures, institutions and income inequality in more detail. Also, both our multivariate analysis and Product Ginis show that the products made by a country provides information about its level of inequality that is not captured by measures of aggregate output, like the GDP per capita used in the original formulation of Kuznets’s curve. Still, they help recover Kuznets’ result by reframing it in the context of measures of economic development that focus on what kind of products countries export rather than on the aggregate output they produce. Together these set of results and techniques provide new tools that policy makers can use to include income inequality considerations in their industrial policy instruments.
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Fig 4A: The product space and income inequality. (A) In this visualization of the product space nodes are colored according to a product’s PGI as measured in the 1995-2008 period. Node sizes are proportional to world trade between 2000 and 2008. The networks are based on a proximity matrix representing 775 SITC-4 product classes exported between 1963-2008. The link strength (proximity) is based on the conditional probability that the products are co-exported. (B) Malaysia’s export portfolio between 1963-1969. In this figure and the subsequent ones node sizes indicate the share of a product in a country’s export basket (C) Malaysia’s export portfolio between 2000-2008. (D) Norway’s exports between 1963-1969. (E) Norway’s export portfolio between 2000-2008. (F) Chile’s exports between 1963-1969. (G) Chile’s export portfolio between 2000-2008.
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